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Ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs) are nowadays the most com-
mon dynamic data structure or representation type for Boolean functions.
Among the many areas of application are verification, model checking, and
computer aided design. For many functions it is easy to estimate the OBDD
size but asymptotically optimal bounds are only known in simple situations.
In this paper, methods for proving asymptotically optimal bounds are
presented and applied to the solution of some basic problems concerning
OBDDs. The largest size increase by a synthesis step of ?-OBDDs followed
by an optimal reordering is determined as well as the largest ratio of the size
of deterministic finite automata, quasi-reduced OBDDs, and zero-suppressed
BDDs compared to the size of OBDDs. Moreover, the worst case OBDD
size of functions with a given number of 1-inputs is investigated.  2000
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Branching programs (BPs) are a well-established representation type or com-
putation model for Boolean functions. Its size is tightly related to the nonuniform
space complexity (see, e.g., Wegener [20]). Hence, one is interested in exponential
lower bounds for more and more general types of BPs (for the latest breakthrough
for semantic linear depth BPs, see Ajtai [1]). In order to use variants of BPs as
dynamic data structure one needs a BP variant such that a list of important opera-
tions (see, e.g., Wegener [21]) can be performed efficiently. E.g., for verification,
model checking, and a lot of CAD applications we need an efficient test for whether
a representation has a satisfying input (satisfiability test) and an efficient test for
whether two representations describe the same function (equality test). These are
NP-hard problems for general BPs. The other fundamental operations are synthesis
(compute for a binary Boolean operator  a representation of h= f g from
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representations of f and g) and the replacement of variables by constants ( f |xi=c)
or by functions ( f |xi= g). These problems are easy for general BPs. In order to trans-
form a circuit representation (or some other logical description) of f into a
representation of f for some BP variant, we have to perform a sequence of synthesis
steps (gate-by-gate transformation). This may lead to an exponential-size blow-up.
Since general BPs are already assumed to be exponentially less powerful than
circuits, it is not possible to avoid such a size blow-up in general. However, the size
blow-up may occur during a sequence of synthesis steps even if it is not necessary.
Hence, it is also necessary to have an efficient algorithm for the minimization of the
representation size. This problem again is NP-hard for general BPs.
Bryant [4, 5] has presented ?-OBDDs as a simple BP variant allowing efficient
algorithms for all important operations including minimization. He proved that the
minimal-size ?-OBDD representing some Boolean function f is unique (up to
isomorphism) and can be computed efficiently from each ?-OBDD representation
of f. Moreover, the synthesis can be performed efficiently in such a way that the
output is the minimal-size ?-OBDD representing h which also is called the reduced
?-OBDD representing f (often shortly the ?-OBDD representing f ). There are
several more general and more compact representation types which allow efficient
algorithms for certain operations. However, the representations allowing an
exponentially smaller size for some functions do not allow efficient algorithms for
all the operations mentioned above. Therefore, ?-OBDDs are used in most applica-
tions and the use of an OBDD package (Somenzi [19]) is nowadays a standard
technique. Before we discuss the problems considered in this paper, we introduce
?-OBDDs.
Definition 1. Let Xn=[x1 , ..., xn] be a set of Boolean variables. A variable
ordering ? on Xn is a permutation on [1, ..., n] leading to the ordered list
x?(1) , ..., x?(n) of the variables.
Definition 2. A ?-OBDD on Xn (see Fig. 1) is a directed acyclic graph G=
(V, E) whose sinks are labeled by Boolean constants and whose nonsink (or inner)
nodes are labeled by Boolean variables from Xn . Each inner node has two outgoing
edges one labeled by 0 and the other by 1. The edges between inner nodes have to
respect the variable ordering ?, i.e., if an edge leads from an xi -node to an xj -node,
?&1 (i)?&1 ( j) (xi precedes xj in x?(1) , ..., x?(n)). Each node v represents a Boolean
function fv : [0, 1]n  [0, 1] defined in the following way. In order to evaluate
fv (a), a # [0, 1]n, start at v. After reaching an x i -node choose the outgoing edge
with label ai until a sink is reached. The label of this sink defines fv (a). The size of
the ?-OBDD G is equal to the number of its nodes.
The size of the reduced ?-OBDD representing f is described by the following
structure theorem (Sieling and Wegener [18]). In order to simplify the description
we describe the theorem only for the special case where ? equals the identity
id(i)=i.
Theorem 1. The number of xi -nodes of the id-OBDD for f is the number si of
different subfunctions f |x1=a1, ..., xi&1=ai&1 , a1 , ..., ai&1 # [0, 1], essentially depending on
xi (a function g depends essentially on xi if g |xi=0 { g |xi=1).
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FIG. 1. An OBDD for MUX4 (dotted edges are edges with label 0 and solid edges are with label 1).
The variable ordering ? is not given in advance and we have the freedom (and
the problem) to choose a good or even an optimal ordering for the representation
of f. Let ?-OBDD( f ) denote the ?-OBDD size of f.
Definition 3. The OBDD size of f (denoted by OBDD( f )) is the minimum of
all ?-OBDD( f ).
The many applications of OBDDs and ?-OBDDs as representations of Boolean
functions are the motivation for the complexity theoretical investigations of
problems on OBDDs. The solutions of these problems have implications for the
applications. We present results in the following areas:
 maximal size increase caused by operations on OBDDs (Section 5),
 the representation size of important functions for important BDD variants
(Section 3),
 the maximal size increase caused by a change of the representation type
(Section 4),
 the worst case representation size for a class of functions (Section 6).
We discuss and present our results in Section 2. Here we discuss the joint motiva-
tion behind all the results. We are interested in proving asymptotically tight bounds
on the OBDD size and the size of related BDD variants for functions f. Although
many even exponential lower bounds on the OBDD size of Boolean functions are
known, there are only few functions where the OBDD size is asymptotically known
exactly. These are functions with linear OBDD size, symmetric functions, and a few
more functions. What is the reason for this lack of asymptotically optimal bounds?
Theorem 1 describes the ?-OBDD size of f exactly, it is for nonconstant functions
f and ?=id equal to s1+ } } } +sn+2 (the term 2 describes the number of sinks).
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In order to obtain an asymptotically tight bound on ?-OBDD( f ) it is in most cases
necessary to prove tight bounds on linearly many s-values. In order to obtain an
asymptotically tight bound on OBDD( f ) we have to consider all variable orderings
?. Let si (?) be the size of the i th level of the ?-OBDD for f. In Section 5 we
consider a function f with the following properties:
 si (?)=O(n) for all i and ?,
 \i _?: si (?)=o(n),
 OBDD( f )=3(n2).
To prove the 0(n2) bound for OBDD( f ) we have to identify for each variable
ordering ? 0(n) levels i such that si (?)=0(n). The difficulty in proving asymptoti-
cally optimal bounds is often the necessity to prove asymptotically optimal bounds
for many levels and all variable orderings. This paper contains such asymptotically
optimal bounds which are necessary to solve problems concerned with OBDDs.
The proofs are based on Theorem 1, which implies that we do not introduce a new
lower bound method. However, we show how to solve the combinatorial problems
in order to obtain more precise results than previously known.
OBDDs are special oblivious BPs. In order to obtain lower bounds on the size
of oblivious BPs communication complexity has become a standard technique (see
Hromkovic [7] and Kushilevitz and Nisan [11] for the theory of communication
complexity). The many applications of communication complexity to the proof of
lower bounds for oblivious BDDs are described by Wegener [21]. Here we only
discuss the special case of ?-OBDDs. This leads to the following communication
problem. W.l.o.g. ?=id. Alice holds x1 , ..., x i&1 and Bob holds xi , ..., xn . Only Alice
is allowed to send one message (deterministic one-way communication) and Bob
has to be able to deduce f (x) from this message and his knowledge on xi , ..., xn . It
is well known (Kushilevitz and Nisan [11]) that the deterministic one-way com-
munication complexity for f, ?=id, and i can be described in the following way. Let
si* be the number of different rows of the communication matrix with respect to the
partition of x into (x1 , ..., xi&1) and (xi , ..., xn). The deterministic one-way com-
munication complexity equals Wlog si* X . It is easy to see that s isi*s i+ } } } +
sn+2. Hence, si* is a lower bound on ?-OBDD( f ) but s1*+ } } } +sn* can be larger
than ?-OBDD( f ). In most situations it is not possible to deduce from s1*, ..., sn* an
asymptotically tight bound on ?-OBDD( f ). This implies that our precise estimates
cannot be determined by the consideration of deterministic one-way communica-
tion complexity. The parameter si* equals the number of different subfunctions
f |x1=a1, ..., xi&1=ai&1 , a1 , ..., a i&1 # [0, 1]. If such a function does not essentially
depend on xi , ..., xj&1 , it contributes to si*, ..., s*j&1 , sj* while it contributes only to sj .
We need asymptotically optimal bounds to solve problems motivated from
OBDD applications, automata theory, and complexity theory.
2. RESULTS
In order to use OBDDs we have to transform a logical description of a function,
e.g., a circuit, into an OBDD representation. This is done by a sequence of binary
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synthesis steps. A binary synthesis step computes a ?-OBDD Gh for h= fg ( 
is a binary Boolean operation like AND or EXOR) from ?-OBDDs Gf and Gg for
f resp. g. Bryant [4] has shown how this can be done in time O( |Gf | } |Gg | ) and he
has presented an example that the result may need size 3( |Gf | } |Gg | ). His example
has two drawbacks. The chosen variable ordering is bad for h, f, and g (and, there-
fore, such a synthesis step will not occur in applications) and the functions f and
g depend essentially on disjoint sets of variables. Wegener [22] presents an example
without these drawbacks. But this is nevertheless not the answer to the question
about the worst case for the binary synthesis problem. If a binary step leads to a
?-OBDD much larger than the given ?-OBDDs, all recent OBDD packages start
to look for a better variable ordering. Although the search for an optimal OBDD
variable ordering is NP-hard (Bollig and Wegener [3]) and this holds even for
corresponding approximation problems for arbitrary constant factors (Sieling
[17]), heuristic algorithms like sifting (Rudell [16]) often lead to very good results.
Complexity theoretical results on the sifting algorithm have been presented by
Bollig et al. [2] and Wegener [22]. Altogether, we conclude that the main step of
an OBDD package is a binary synthesis step followed by reordering. This leads to
the problem whether it is possible that OBDD(h)=3(?-OBDD( f ) } ?-OBDD(g))
for functions f and g essentially depending on all considered variables. (Here we
should mention the folklore result (see Wegener [21]) that OBDD(h) may be
exponential even if OBDD( f ) and OBDD(g) are linear but the linear size only is
possible for different variable orderings.) In Section 5, we solve the problem by
representing an example where ?-OBDD( fn)=3(n), ?-OBDD(gn)=3(n), and
OBDD(hn)=3(n2). This surely is the less surprising answer but the lower bound
proof for the OBDD size of hn has those interesting features discussed in Section 1.
Some applications (Ochi et al. [14]) work with a restricted variant of ?-OBDDs
which may be called leveled ?-OBDDs or quasi-?-OBDDs (?-QOBDDs).
Definition 4. A ?-QOBDD is a ?-OBDD with the additional property that
each edge leaving an x?(i) -node, i<n, reaches an x?(i+1) -node.
We are interested in QOBDDs also because of their tight relationship to deter-
ministic finite automata (DFAs) for so-called Boolean languages L where L
[0, 1]n for some n. It is an easy exercise to verify for Lf= f &1 (1) that
DFA(Lf)id-QOBDD( f )DFA(Lf)+n.
Hence, id-QOBDDs and DFAs are almost the same. For general regular languages
consisting of strings of different lengths it makes no sense to discuss different
‘‘variable orderings’’ or permutations of the input string. For Boolean languages, a
?-DFA may apply the reordering ? to all inputs of length n. The above inequality
can be generalized to
?-DFA(Lf)?-QOBDD( f )?-DFA(Lf)+n.
Moreover, it is obvious that
?-QOBDD( f )(n+1) } ?-OBDD( f )
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and this bound is tight for the constant functions (syntactically depending on n
variables). It is also not too difficult to see that ?-QOBDD( f )=3(n } ?-OBDD( f ))
for some function f essentially depending on all n variables.
Definition 5. The multiplexer MUXn (or direct storage access function DSAn)
is defined on n+k variables ak&1 , ..., a0 , x0 , ..., xn&1 where n=2k. MUXn (a, x)
=x |a| where |a| is the number whose binary representation equals (ak&1 , ..., a0).
Let ? be the variable ordering (ak&1 , ..., a0 , x0 , ..., xn&1). Then ?-OBDD
(MUXn)=OBDD(MUXn)=2n+1. The ?-OBDD (see Fig. 1) starts with a com-
plete binary tree on the a-variables. For the path where |a|=i it is sufficient to test
xi . For the ?-QOBDD we need i extra nodes before the xi -node and n&1 extra
nodes before each of the sinks. Hence, ?-QOBDD(MUXn)= 12n
2+ 72n&1=
3(n } ?-OBDD(MUXn)).
But in order to compare the size of OBDDs and QOBDDs (and DFAs for
Boolean languages with reordering) we ask whether QOBDD( fn)=3(n } OBDD( fn))
for functions fn essentially depending on n variables. This is the question whether
the possibility of OBDDs to omit the test of variables may save a size factor
of 3(n).
Since it is the main rule of thumb for the variable ordering problem to test con-
trol or address variables (like the a-variables of MUXn) before the data variables
(like the x-variables of MUXn), it was a well-established conjecture that the
considered variable ordering ? is optimal for QOBDDs for MUXn and that
QOBDD(MUXn) = 3(n2). In Section 3, we prove the surprising result that
QOBDD(MUXn)=3(n2log n).
Moreover, ?-ZBDD(MUXn)=3(n2) and ZBDD(MUXn)=3(n2log n) for zero-
suppressed BDDs (ZBDDs) (defined in Section 3) which are used in many applica-
tions (see, e.g., Minato [12, 13]). This is the first example of a function (moreover,
a ‘‘natural’’ function) and of BDD models of practical relevance that the rule of
thumb ‘‘control variables before data variables’’ is wrong. In Section 4, we present
a function fn essentially depending on n variables such that QOBDD( fn)=
3(n } OBDD( fn)) proving that the freedom of OBDDs to omit tests may indeed
decrease the size by a factor of 3(n).
In Section 6, we investigate the dependence of the OBDD size on the size of f &1n (1).
Let N(a(n)) be the number of Boolean functions f where | f &1n (1)|a(n). The standard
counting argument proves the existence of functions fn where | f &1n (1)|a(n) such that
its OBDD size and even its circuit size is 0(log N(a(n))log log N(a(n))). On the other
hand, obviously OBDD( fn)O(na(n)) for these functions. For a(n)=2n, the lower
bound of size 2nn is optimal (see Wegener [21]). For a(n)=1, the upper bound of size
n is optimal. The question is how large can we choose a(n) such that we can define func-
tions fn where | f &1n (1)|a(n) and OBDD( fn)=3(na(n)). We describe such functions
for polynomially increasing a(n).
3. QOBDDS, DFAS, AND ZBDDS FOR THE MULTIPLEXER
In this section, we determine the size of QOBDDs, DFAs with reordering, and
ZBDDs for the representation of the multiplexer.
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Theorem 2. QOBDD(MUXn)=3(n2log n).
This result implies by the discussion in Section 2 the same result for DFAs with
reordering.
The upper bound is surprising, since it proves that the natural variable ordering
where the address variables are tested first is not optimal. The idea is to test most
of the address variables first. Different assignments to the address variables lead to
different subfunctions essentially depending on disjoint subsets of the x-variables.
After having tested two of these subsets of the x-variables the resulting subfunctions
only depend on the missing a-variables. The number of these address variables is
approximately log log n&1. Hence, the total number of functions on these variables
is very small (approximately 22
log log n&1
=n12) and this implies that many considered
subfunctions have to be equal leading to a saving of OBDD nodes.
Proof of Theorem 2. First, we prove for some variable ordering ? that the
?-QOBDD size of MUXn is O(n2log n). Let m :=k&wlog kx+1. The variable
ordering ? is given by
ak&1 , ..., ak&m , x0 , ..., xn&1 , ak&m&1 , ..., a0 .
The x-variables are partitioned to 2m groups such that the indices of the variables
of each group agree in their binary representation in the m most significant bits.
The group Gi contains all xj such that the m most significant bits of the binary
representation of j equal the binary representation of i. The size of each group is
n2m. Figure 2 shows a schematic description of the ?-QOBDD representing
MUXn . Triangles are complete binary trees. Vertical lines represent tests of x-nodes
where both edges leaving a node reach the same successor. We start with a com-
plete binary tree of the first m a-variables. The tree has 2m leaves and 2m&1 inner
nodes. Then we test the x-variables of group G0 . Only the subfunction where
ak&1= } } } =ak&m=0 essentially depends on these variables. For all other groups
we need x i-nodes, since we consider QOBDDs. Hence, we need one complete
binary tree with 2n2
m
leaves and 2n2
m
&1 inner nodes and (2m&1) n2m<n further
nodes which could be eliminated in OBDDs. One leaf can be replaced by the 0-sink.
The same arguments work for the next group. Here the width for the first group is
2n2
m
and the total width is bounded by 2 } 2n2
m
+2m&2. The crucial argument is
the following one. We can merge the 2n2
m
nodes for the case (ak&1 , ..., ak&m)=
(0, ..., 0, 0) with the 2n2
m
nodes for the case (ak&1 , ..., ak&m)=(0, ..., 0, 1). More
precisely, we claim that the following subfunctions are equal where xi denotes the
x-vector restricted to the variables of Gi :
 (ak&1 , ..., ak&m)=(0, ..., 0, 0) and x0=b,
 (ak&1 , ..., ak&m)=(0, ..., 0, 1) and x1=b.
The reason for this is that the subfunctions essentially depend only on
ak&m&1 , ..., a0 and b describes in both cases the whole function table. The same
arguments work for all groups. The width after the test of the x-variables of group
G2m&1 equals 2n2
m
&1. The size of the least k&m levels is bounded by 22k&m, since
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this is the number of different functions on k&m variables. The total size is
bounded above by
2m&1+22
k&m
+n(2 } 2n2m+2m&2)n2m+2n2n2m+22k&m.
By the choice of m,
2nlog n2m4nlog n
and
n2m4n2log n,
2n2n2m2n2(log n)22n32,
and
22
k&m
=22
wlog kx&1
2(log n)2n12.
Now we prove the lower bound for arbitrary variable orderings ?. It is sufficient to
prove a lower bound of size 0(nlog n) on the size of 0(n) x-levels of ?-QOBDDs.
FIG. 2. A schematic description of the ?-QOBDD representing MUXn .
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We claim that the xi -level of a ?-QOBDD representing MUXn has a size of
0(nlog n) if xi belongs to the second quarter of all x-variables with respect to ?.
Let l be the number of address bits tested before xi . Since the size of the xi -level
does not depend on the ordering of the variables tested before xi , we assume that
? starts with l address variables, w.l.o.g. ak&1 , ..., ak&l . This leads to 2l groups of
x-variables each of size n2l (compare the proof of the upper bound). If r<n2l
variables of a group are tested and xj is a variable of this group which is not yet
tested, all subfunctions for the corresponding assignment to the tested address
variables essentially depend on xj while all other assignments to the tested address
variables lead to subfunctions which do not essentially depend on xj . Hence, nodes
for such groups cannot be merged but nodes for groups completely tested can be
merged (see the upper bound).
Case 1: lk&log k&2. Since at most half the x-variables have been tested, at
most half of the groups have been tested completely. Therefore, we have at least
2l&1 groups each represented by at least one node. This leads to a lower bound of
2l&1 18 nlog n.
Case 2: l<k&log k&2. The number of groups is bounded above by 2l<
1
4nlog n. We have already tested
1
4n x-variables. Hence, there is one group such that
at least 14n(
1
4nlog n)=log n variables of this group have been tested. This group is
represented by at least 2log n=n nodes.
Altogether, we have proved that the size of each of at least n4 levels is bounded
below by 18nlog n. K
Definition 6. A ?-ZBDD (zero-suppressed BDD with variable ordering ?) G
shares its syntax with ?-OBDDs. Let v be a node of G and let fv be the Boolean
function represented by G as a ?-OBDD. The ?-ZBDD G represents at v the follow-
ing function gv . If the computation path for fv and the input a contains xi-nodes
for all variables xi where a i=1, then gv (a) :=fv (a). Otherwise, gv (a) :=0.
This definition needs some intuition. There are many applications where the
input a # [0, 1]n corresponds to the set A=[i | ai=1]. A Boolean function f
describes an element A of the power set of the universe U=[1, ..., n]. If the
universe is extended to U$=[1, ..., n, n+1] and we want to represent the same
collection A of sets, using OBDDs, we have to introduce xn+1 -nodes, since we
only consider sets not containing xn+1 . ZBDDs are defined in such a way that A
is represented with respect to U as well as with respect to U$. We describe this
property more technically. In ?-ZBDDs we may omit xi -nodes representing func-
tions which are called 1-simple with respect to xi , i.e., functions h such that
h |xi=1 #0. It is not possible to omit x i -nodes representing functions which do not
essentially depend on xi .
Corollary 1. ZBDD(MUXn)=3(n2log n).
Proof. The upper bound follows from Theorem 2, since, by definition,
ZBDD( f )QOBDD( f ) for all f. The lower bound proof follows the lines of the
lower bound proof of Theorem 1 with the following additional remark.
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A level of a ?-ZBDD can only save the nodes for 1-simple functions compared
to ?-QOBDDs. The crucial observation is that
MUXn | xi=0MUXn | xi=1
for all data variables xi . This implies that a subfunction of MUXn which is 1-simple
with respect to xi is the constant 0. Hence, the xi -level of a ?-ZBDD representing
MUXn is at most by 1 smaller than the corresponding level of a ?-QOBDD. K
The rule of thumb ‘‘control variables before data variables’’ does not lead to
minimal-size QOBDD and ZBDD representations of the practically fundamental
multiplexer.
4. THE MAXIMAL SIZE GAP BETWEEN OBDDS AND QOBDDS,
DFAS, AND ZBDDS
We look for functions fN essentially depending on all their N variables such that
the size gap of OBDDs on one hand and QOBDDs, DFAs with reordering, and
ZBDDs on the other hand is a factor of 3(N) which is by the discussion in Sec-
tion 2 the largest possible gap. For such a function it is necessary that many edges
in the optimal OBDD omit many tests. Therefore, the multiplexer has been con-
sidered as a good candidate for the largest possible gap. But the result of Section 3
implies that the multiplexer only leads to a gap of 3(Nlog N). The multiplexer has
many more data variables than address variables. We can prove the largest possible
gap for a function fN on N=n2+2n variables, among them n2 control or address
variables (here called selection variables) s0 , ..., sn2&1 and only 2n data variables x0 ,
y0 , ..., xn&1 , yn&1 which lead to n2 data pairs x i yj , 0i, jn&1. The data pairs
are partitioned to n blocks Bm , 0mn&1, such that Bm contains all pairs
xi yi+m (the indices are computed mod n). We consider the following ordering
p0 , ..., pn2&1 of the pairs. The pair pk where k=in+ j equals xj y i+ j , i.e., we start
with the pairs from B0 , followed by the pairs from B1 , ... . In each block we start
with the pair containing x0 , followed by the pair containing x1 , and so on. The
main property is that the distance between two pairs containing xi equals n and the
distance between two pairs containing yi is at least n&1. Finally, we define fN by
fN(s, x, y)= 
0kn2&1
s0 } } } sk&1sk pk ,
i.e., the s-vector selects with its first zero which pair has to be evaluated.
Theorem 3. OBDD( fN)=3(N) while QOBDD( fN)=3(N2), DFA( fN)=3(N2),
and ZBDD( fN)=3(N 2).
The lower bound proof is based on Theorem 1 only but it is technically involved.
The idea is to identify 0(N) levels where selection variables are tested and whose
size can be proved to be of order 0(N). This only can be done by counting subfunc-
tions. We distinguish three cases. If the number of tested data variables is small,
there are many remaining pairs whose selection variables have been tested. We get
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different subfunctions if the assignment to the already tested variables is consistent
with the possibility that such a remaining pair will decide about the output. If the
number of tested data variables is large, it is rather easy to prove that we have
many different subfunctions differing only in the assignment to one type of data
variables. The difficult case is the case where the number of tested data variables is
of medium size and the arguments used for the first two cases are not strong
enough. Then we need a subtle inspection of other properties of our function. For
this case it is essential that the pairs containing some fixed data variable are scat-
tered with respect to the ordering of the pairs.
Proof of Theorem 3. It is obvious that the OBDD size of fN for the ‘‘natural’’
variable ordering s0 , ..., sn2&1 , x0 , ..., xn&1 , y0 , ..., yn&1 equals 2n2+n+2=3(N)
and that fN essentially depends on all its variables. This implies OBDD( fN)=3(N)
and the upper bounds for the other models.
In the following we prove the lower bound on the QOBDD size. This implies the
lower bound for DFAs with reordering. During the lower bound proof we add
remarks that we obtain the same lower bound for ZBDDs.
For the lower bound proof we fix an arbitrary variable ordering ?. There are
n224 levels where a selection variable is tested and the number of already tested
selection variables is at least n28 and less than n26. It is sufficient to prove that
each of these levels has a size of 0(n2).
We fix one of the described levels and use the following notation. The sets T(x),
T( y), T(s) contain the x-, y-, and s-variables, resp., which are tested before the con-
sidered level. The sets R(x), R( y), and R(s) contain the corresponding remaining
variables. Moreover, T( p) contains the pairs pk=x i y j such that at least one of the
variables xi and yj is contained in T(x, y) :=T(x) _ T( y) and R( p) contains the
remaining pairs. We distinguish whether the size of T(x, y) is small, large, or
medium. If it is small, we can argue similarly to the case of the natural variable
ordering. If it is large, we have to store too much information on the data variables
like in the case of the multiplexer. The most difficult case is the case where T(x, y)
is of medium size.
Case 1: |T(x, y)| 19n (small size). The number of pairs in T( p) can be bounded
above by 19 n
2. Hence, there are a least ( 18&
1
9) n
2=0(n2) pairs in R( p) such that the
corresponding selection variable is in T(s). For each of these pairs pk=x i y j we
consider the subfunction gk of fN which corresponds to the following assignment to
the variables in T(x, y, s) :=T(x, y) _ T(s). We assign the value 0 to sk and all
variables in T(x, y) and the value 1 to all variables in T(s)&[sk]. The subfunction
gk contains a prime implicant consisting of perhaps some selection variables and pk .
For the subfunction gk$ , k${k, the value 1 is assigned to sk and the resulting sub-
function does not have a prime implicant containing pk . Hence, we obtain 0(n2)
different subfunctions and the size of the level is 0(n2) for ?-QOBDDs. The same
holds for ZBDDs, since the considered functions are not 1-simple with respect to
an s-variable.
Case 2: There are at least 2 log n variables in T(x) (or T( y)) such that for each
of these variables xi there is a pair pk=xi yj where sk # R(s) (large size).
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Remark. This case is called ‘‘large size,’’ since one of the conditions |T(x)|
1
6n+2 log n and |T( y)|
1
6 n+2 log n is sufficient for Case 2. First, we prove this
statement. If w.l.o.g. |T(x)| 16n+2 log n, there are at least
1
6 n
2+2n log n pairs
whose x-variable is contained in T(x). Since, by the choice of the level, |T(s)| 16n
2,
there are at least 2n log n pairs pk=xi yj such that sk # R(s) and xi # T(x). By the
pigeonhole principle, we can choose 2 log n pairs pk=x i yj with different variables
xi # T(x) and selection variables sk # R(s).
We prove a lower bound of size n2 for the size of the level by investigating the
following n2 assignments to the variables in T(x, y, s). We assign 1 to all s- and
y-variables, 0 to all x-variables which do not belong to a chosen pair, and arbitrary
values to all x-variables belonging to a chosen pair. We claim that we obtain n2
different subfunctions leading to the bound n2 on the size of this level. Let pk=xi yj
be one of the chosen pairs. Let s* be the conjunction of all sm , m<k, contained in
R(s). Let y*= yj , if yj # R( y), and y*=1, otherwise. The subfunction contains the
prime implicant s*sk y* iff the value 1 is assigned to xi . Hence, different assignments
lead to different subfunctions. Such a subfunction can only be 1-simple with respect
to sk . This implies a lower bound of n2 for ?-QOBDDs and of n2&1 for ?-ZBDDs.
Case 3: Not Case 1 or Case 2 (medium size). Using the Remark the following
conditions are fulfilled:
 |T(x, y)|> 19n.
 |T(x)|< 16n+2 log n and |T( y)|<
1
6 n+2 log n.
 There are less than 2 log n variables xi in T(x) (and also less than 2 log n
variables yj in T( y)) such that sk # R(s) for some pair pk=xi yj .
The first condition implies that |T(x)| 118n or |T( y)|
1
18n. We assume that
|T(x)| 118 n (the other case can be handled similarly). The third condition implies
the existence of a subset T $(x) of T(x) of size 118n&2 log n
1
20n (for large n)
such that sk # T(s) for all pairs pk=xi yj where xi # T $(x). The condition
|T( y)|< 16 n+2 log n
1
5n (for large n) implies for each xi # T $(x) the existence of at
least 45n pairs pk=xi yj such that sk # T(s) and yj # R( y). Altogether, we argue
about these 45 }
1
20n
2= 125n
2 pairs.
We have partitioned the set of all n2 pairs p0 , ..., pn2&1 into n blocks B0 , ..., Bn&1
such that Bi=[ pin , ..., pin+n&1].
Claim 1. There are 79n blocks each containing at least
1
200 n of the chosen pairs.
Claim 1 is proved by simple counting arguments. First, we mark all 120n
2 pairs
pk=xi yj such that x i # T $(x). Each block contains 120n marks because of the chosen
ordering of the pairs. Each yj # T( y) is combined with each xi by a pair. We erase
the marks for the pairs where yj # T( y), altogether at most 1100n
2 marks. A block is
called good if it still contains 1200n marks, i.e., if at most
9
200n marks have been
erased. The number of bad blocks is bounded above by (1100) n
2
(9200) n =
2
9n. Hence, we still
have 79n good blocks.
We investigate the set P of the 0(n2) chosen pairs pk belonging to the 79n good
blocks. For each such pair pk=x i y j we know that sk # T(s), xi # T(x), and
yj # R( y). Moreover, we define a subfunction gk of fN by assigning the following
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values to the tested variables. We assign the value 0 to sk and the value 1 to all
other variables in T(s). We assign the value 1 to xi and the value 0 to all other
variables in T(x, y). The function gk has a prime implicant consisting of yj and
perhaps some s-variables. Hence, it is not 1-simple with respect to an s-variable. It
is possible that gk= gl , k{l, but then we have some implications on the set T(s).
Claim 2. If k<l and gk= gl , then sk+1 , ..., sl&1 # T(s) and the pairs pk and pl
contain the same y-variable.
Claim 2 is proved by contradiction. If pk contains yj and p l contains y i { y j , we
obtain different outputs for gk and g l by assigning 1 to y j and all variables in R(s)
and by assigning 0 to yi . If pk and pl both contain yj but sm # R(s) for some
k<m<l, we obtain different outputs for gk and gl by assigning 0 to sm , 1 to all
other variables in R(s), 1 to yj , and 0 to all other variables in R(x, y).
Since each variable is contained in exactly one pair in each block, gk= g l implies
that pk and pl belong to different blocks.
Claim 3. There are less than 12n blocks containing some pk # P such that gk=gl
for some pl # P and l{k.
The proof of Claim 3 is based on the assumption that |T(s)|< 16n
2. Let us assume
that Bi(1) , ..., Bi(n2) , i(1)< } } } <i(n2), are blocks where Bi( j) contains some pair
pi( j) # P such that gi( j)= gl for some p l # P and l{i( j). We know from the construc-
tion of the pairs and from Claim 2 that si( j) , si( j)+1 , ..., sl&1 , s l # T(s), if i( j)<l, or
sl , ..., si( j) # T(s), if i( j)>l.
The number of these selection variables equals |l&i( j)+1|n, since pairs with
the same y-variable have a distance of at least n&1. We claim that T(s) contains
at least 16n
2 variables in contradiction to our assumption.
The assumption for pi( j) ensures the existence of n selection variables in T(s)
among them si(1) , and n&1 selection variables directly to the left (i.e., si(1)&1 , ...,
si(1)&n+1) or directly to the right (i.e., si(1)+1 , ..., si(1)+n&1) of si(1) . The pair pi(2)
may not ensure the existence of further variables in T(s). If pi(1) is at the right
border of its block and pi(3) at the left border of its block, also pi(3) does not ensure
the existence of many further variables in T(s). The pair pi(4) ensures that s i(4) and
n&1 variables directly to the left or to the right are in T(s). These variables are
different from the variables counted for pi(1) , since p i(1) and pi(4) are separated by
2 blocks of length n each. This argument holds for each third pair proving that
|T(s)| 16n
2.
From Claims 1 and 3 we conclude that there are at least ( 79&
1
2) n=
5
18n blocks
each containing 1200n pairs such that all the corresponding 0(n
2) subfunctions gk are
different. This implies the lower bound 0(n2) on the size of the level.
5. THE MAXIMAL SIZE INCREASE OF A ?-OBDD SYNTHESIS STEP
WITH OPTIMAL REORDERING
In this section, we prove that the synthesis of ?-OBDDs essentially depending on
the same set of variables can lead to a multiplicative size increase (like the well-
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known result for DFAs) and that this result even holds if the synthesis can be
followed by an optimal reordering.
The functions are defined on n+2k variables x0 , ..., xk&1 , y0 , ..., yk&1 , z0 , ...,
zn&1 where n=2k. Let fn (x, y, z)=MUXn (x, z) and gn (x, y, z)=MUXn ( y, z).
These functions do not depend essentially on all variables. Nevertheless, we first
investigate fn , gn , and hn= fn gn . Afterwards, we define modified functions f n* ,
gn*, and hn*= f n*gn* depending essentially on all variables and having similar
properties. We also will argue that we essentially get the same results if we replace
 by +. The function hn is defined by
hn (x, y, z)= 
0i, jn&1
( |x|=i) 7 ( | y|= j) 7 (zizj).
Theorem 4. Let ?* be the variable ordering x0 , ..., xk&1 , y0 , ..., yk&1 , z0 , ...,
zn&1 . Then ?*-OBDD( fn)=?*-OBDD(gn)=2n+1 but OBDD(hn)=0(n2), i.e., a
synthesis step followed by optimal reordering can lead to a multiplicative size increase.
We will see that the effect of the choice of the variable ordering for hn has inter-
esting features. We have already seen in Section 3 that the representation size of
multiplexer based functions has surprising effects. Here we prove a lower bound of
size 0(n2) by proving that each of 0(n) levels has size 0(n). The interesting aspect
is that there is not necessarily a block of 0(n) levels each of size 0(n). It may
happen that small levels and large levels occur in a rather irregular order (see also
the discussion in Section 1). Nevertheless, we are able to bound the number of small
levels in a sufficient way. This is the first proof of an asymptotically optimal OBDD
lower bound in such a situation.
In Section 3, we had to deal with the multiplexer and, therefore, with one address
vector. This has led to savings of OBDD nodes by testing some address variables
at the end. Here we have two address vectors. An essential saving of OBDD nodes
compared to the case where the variable ordering starts with all address variables
is only possible if none of the following conditions is fulfilled:
 there is for each address a group (compare the discussion in Section 3) such
that all corresponding data variables have been tested,
 the number of groups with respect to each address is quite large but not
very large.
These statements can be proved by standard arguments. The subtle part of the
proof is the proof that there are enough levels where large savings are not possible.
Proof of Theorem 4. The upper bounds are obvious. For the lower bound proof
we fix an arbitrary variable ordering ?.
First, we visualize the situation after the test of some variables. We do not use
the communication matrix, since we believe that a different representation better
supports the counting of different subfunctions essentially depending on some
specific z-variable. Again we use the notation T(x), T( y) and T(z) for the sets of
already tested variables. Let r :=|T(x)| and c :=|T( y)|. Then we have 2r partial
x-addresses which partition the set of all z-variables into 2r blocks of size n2&r
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each. Two z-variables zi and zj belong to the same block if the binary representa-
tions of i and j agree in the positions belonging to variables in T(x). In the same
way we obtain 2c blocks of size n2&c each corresponding to the variables in T( y).
We consider the following n_n-matrix. The rows correspond to the z-variables and
they are ordered blockwise with respect to the 2r row blocks. In each block we
order the variables according to the canonical ordering with respect to the vector
describing the value of the x-variables which have not been tested yet. The columns
also correspond to the z-variables and they are ordered blockwise with respect to
the 2c column blocks. The entry at the zi-row and the zj -column equals zizj . Our
aim is to prove a lower bound on the size of the zi -level of the ?-OBDD represent-
ing hn . For this reason it is sufficient to investigate those 2r+2c&1 assignments to
the variables in T(x, y) where at least one of the partial addresses allows the value
i. In Fig. 3 the corresponding blocks are shaded. Our aim is to count the number
of different subfunctions essentially depending on zi . First, we consider the subfunc-
tions for some fixed assignment to the variables in T(x, y). This leads to a sub-
matrix of the matrix considered above (see Fig. 4). In our example the submatrix
contains the zi -row but not the zi -column. It is called a zi -row-rectangle. Variables
zj # T(z) are replaced by aj . This zi-row-rectangle is a description of the considered
subfunction of hn . Let s be the number of different variables from T(z) which
correspond to a column or row of the considered submatrix. Then we obtain
exactly 2s different subfunctions all essentially depending on zi . The zi -row has
entries from [zi , z i] in the columns corresponding to variables from T(z). Reading
the zi -row we can compute the assignment to the z-variables corresponding to the
columns. Now let us consider a row belonging to a variable from T(z) which does
not occur as a column of this block, e.g., the ap-row. Since we have computed aj ,
we can compute ap from ap aj or from apzm . Similar results hold for zi -column-
rectangles.
FIG. 3. A macroscopic view.
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FIG. 4. A microscopic view.
We have computed the number of subfunctions essentially depending on zi
for a fixed assignment to the variables from T(x, y) and all assignments to the
variables from T(z). Is it possible to obtain the same subfunction for different
assignments to the variables from T(x, y)? This happens iff the a-entries are
replaced in such a way by constants that two zi -rectangles are equal. We assume
that r<k or c<k (if r=c=k, all address variables have been tested which leads
to an easy subcase). A zi -row-rectangle Ri differs from a zi -column-rectangle Ci ,
since Ri contains entries essentially depending on zi exactly in the zi -row while
this happens in Ci exactly in the zi -column. Now we consider w.l.o.g. two zi -row-
rectangles Ri and R$i . If Ri contains a zm -column, it contains a column where all
entries essentially depend on zm . This cannot happen in R$i where at most one row
can depend essentially on zm . Hence, two different zi-row-rectangles agree iff all
z-variables corresponding to the columns have already been tested and the corre-
sponding vectors are equal (remember the agreement that the variables of each
block are ordered according to the canonical ordering with respect to the vector
describing the value of the y-variables not from T( y)). The only-if-part follows from
the consideration of the case |x|=i. The if-part follows, since the remaining
assignments to x-variables and z-variables belonging to rows of the block have the
same influence on Ri and R$i .
Summarizing we can conclude that we are able to determine the size of each
z-level of a ?-OBDD representing hn . We still have to prove that 0(n) z-levels have
size 0(n). The first and last z-levels can be very small. We concentrate on the levels
where the z-variables at the position n2+1, ..., 3n4 of the variable ordering on the
z-variables are tested.
Case 1. There is no block such that all corresponding row variables have
already been tested. (The same arguments work for the column variables.)
We consider the zi -column-rectangles. Let rj be the number of T(z)-variables
belonging to the j th row block, 1 j2r. The sum of all rj is at least n2 (by the
choice of the considered levels) and our lower bound arguments lead to the lower
bound
:
1 j2r
2rj
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on the size of the considered zi -level. This lower bound is minimal if the sum of all
rj is equal to n2 and all rj are equal to n22
r. This leads to the lower bound
2r2n2
r+1
.
As long as n2r+12, this exponent decreases at least by 1 if r is increased by 1.
In these cases the lower bound is decreasing with r. This happens as long as
r+2log n. Hence, we obtain an 0(n) bound on the size of the zi -level.
Case 2. Not Case 1 and rlog n&log log n (or clog n&log log n).
There is a zi -column-rectangle where all n2&rz-variables corresponding to the
rows of the rectangle have already been tested. This leads to a lower bound of size
2n2
&r
n.
Case 3. rlog n&c* (or clog n&c*) for some constant c* (c*=8 is
appropriate in this proof).
We have 2r z i-column-rectangles and at least n4 z-variables which have not been
tested. Each row block contains n2&rz-variables. Hence, there are at least 14 2
r=0(n)
zi -column-rectangles such that at least one row variable has not been tested.
For each of these rectangles we obtain a lower bound of size 1 and we have
shown above that the different zi -column-rectangles cannot agree and describe
different subfunctions. Altogether, we obtain also in this case a lower bound of size
0(n).
We obtain the proposed 0(n2) lower bound if 0(n) of the n4 considered levels
belong to one of the three cases. Hence, we only have to consider the situation where
n4&o(n) of the considered levels do not fulfil the assumptions of one of the three
cases. We assume w.l.o.g. that on n8&o(n) of these levels the condition cr holds.
On these levels, log n&log log n<cr<log n&c*. Only to simplify the nota-
tion we assume that N=log log n is an integer. We consider the levels where
r=log n&log log n+t has a fixed value. In particular, 1tlog log n&c*. We
have 2r=2tnlog n zi -column-rectangles. Since at least n4 z-variables have not been
tested, there are at least 2r&2 zi -column-rectangles such that some corresponding
row variable has not been tested. Let m be the number of already tested z-variables
belonging to the column block containing zi . This leads to the lower bound 14 2
r2m.
If mlog log n&t, the lower bound is of size 0(n). We have 2c column blocks of
size n2&c each. Hence, there are at most 2c (log log n&t)2r (log log n&t) z-levels
where we have not proved an 0(n) bound.
We estimate the number of bad levels, i.e., those levels where we have not proved
an 0(n) bound. Let n4. Then the number of bad levels can be estimated by
:
1t<N&c*
2t
n
log n
(N&t)
=
n
log n
(N(2N&c*&2)&(N&c*&1) 2N&c*+2N&c*&2)

n
log n
(c*+2) 2&c*2N=(c*+2) 2&c*n.
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For c*=8 these are at most 10256n bad levels out of
1
8n&o(n) levels. Hence, also in
this situation we have proved the existence of 0(n) levels whose size is 0(n). This
implies the proposed 0(n2) bound. K
If h$n= fn+ gn we can use almost the same arguments. If all column variables of
a zi -row-rectangle have been replaced by ones, the corresponding subfunction does
not essentially depend on zi . It is obvious that the lower bound decreases at most
by a factor of 2.
In a last step, we generalize our results to functions essentially depending on all
their variables. We work with two additional variables namely xk and yk . Let
x=(xk , ..., x0), x*=(xk&1 , ..., x0) and let the predicate ( x=1) be true iff
x0  } } } xk=1, similarly for y, y*, and y. Let
f n*(x, y, z)= 
0in&1
( |x*|=i) 7 ( x=1) 7 ( y=1) 7 zi
and
gn*(x, y, z)= 
0 jn&1
( | y*|= j) 7 ( x=1) 7 ( y=1) 7 zj .
It is obvious that f n* and gn* essentially depend on all their variables. For a small
representation of f n* and gn* it is not sufficient to test the x- and y-variables before
the z-variables. We choose the variable ordering
x0 , y0 , x1 , y1 , ..., xk , yk , z0 , ..., zn&1 .
Then the OBDD size of f n* is bounded above by 11n. The number of xi -nodes,
1ik&1, equals 2i+1, since we store all tested x-variables and the parity of the
tested y-variables. The number of yi -nodes is twice the number of xi -nodes. Hence,
the first 2k levels have a size which is bounded above by 6n&2. We have to store
|x| and the parity of y0 , ..., yk&1 . Hence, we have 2n xk-nodes and 2n yk -nodes
followed by n z-nodes and two sinks. The OBDD size of gn* and the chosen variable
ordering is even bounded above by 8n. The function hn*= f n*gn* is described by
hn*(x, y, z)= 
0i, jn&1
( |x*|=i) 7 ( | y*|= j) 7 ( x=1) 7 ( y=1) 7 (zizj).
The same arguments as for hn lead to an 0(n2) bound on the OBDD size of hn* for
arbitrary variable orderings. Also here we can replace  by +.
6. ON THE MAXIMAL OBDD SIZE WITH RESPECT TO
THE NUMBER OF 1-INPUTS
For the construction of a function fn, k with | f &1n (1)|=(
n
k) and OBDD( fn, k)=
3(n | f &1n (1)| ) we use the construction of Kovari, So s, and Tura n (1954) for the
solution of the well-known problem of Zarankiewicz. Their result can be explained
as follows.
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Let n= p2 for some odd prime p. Let U :=[0, ..., n&1] be partitioned to p con-
secutive blocks B0 , ..., Bp&1 where Bi=[ip, ..., ip+ p&1]. Then it is possible to
define explicitly sets A0 , ..., An&1 with the following properties:
 |Ai |= p for all i,
 |Ai & Aj |1 for all i{ j,
 |Ai & Bj |=1 for all i and j,
 for all i # Bk and j # Bl where k{l there exists some m such that i, j # Am .
For the definition of fn, k we consider for each choice of 0i1<i2< } } } <ikn
the set Ai1, ..., ik defined as the union of all Aij , 1 jk, and the corresponding
minterm mi1, ..., ik on [x0 , ..., xn&1] which computes 1 iff x i=1 exactly for all
i # Ai1 , ..., ik . The function fn, k computes 1 iff one of the minterms mi1, ..., ik computes 1.
Theorem 5. Let k be a constant. Then | f &1n, k(1)|(
n
k) and OBDD( fn, k)=
3(n( nk)).
The function fn, k is defined in such a way that all minterms m i1, ..., ik are quite
different. The proof idea is to prove that the computation paths for the minterms
do not omit tests, that they split quite early, and that they can be merged again
only quite lately. Hence, the ‘‘middle’’ levels have a size of 0(( nk)).
Proof of Theorem 5. By definition, | f &1n, k(1)|(
n
k). (For large n, even | f
&1
n, k(1)|=
( nk).) This implies the upper bound n(
n
k)+2 on the OBDD size of fn, k , since at most
( nk) of all assignments to some set of variables can be different from the constant 0.
For the lower bound proof we fix a variable ordering ? and investigate the set
P of all 1-paths namely all computation paths pi1, ..., ik corresponding to the min-
terms mi1, ..., ik . The proof strategy is the following one. We identify a set P$P such
that two different paths from P$ have been split before or at level 13n, i.e., there is
a node where one path chooses the 0-edge and the other one chooses the 1-edge.
Afterwards, we identify a subset of P$ such that two paths from this subset cannot
share a node on the levels 13n, ...,
2
5 n. We ensure that the size of this subset is 0(N)
for N=( nk). This proves the lower bound.
First we remark that |Ai1, ..., ik & A i |k, if i  [i1 , ..., ik]. This has the following
consequences. Since (for large n) pk+2, the inputs from f &1n, k(1) have a Hamming
distance of at least 2 and each 1-path contains n inner nodes. Moreover, an input
a$ which is the characteristic vector of A$ such that |A$ & Ai |k+1 and Ai 3 A$
has the property that fn, k (a$)=0.
As next step, we prove that many 1-paths split early. Let I contain the indices of
the first 13n variables according to ?. The average size of all Bi & I equals
1
3 p and
(for large n) there are two different blocks Bi and Bj such that |Bi & I | 14 p and
|Bj & I | 14 p. There are at least (
p4
k )(
p4
k )=0(N) (remember that k is a constant)
possibilities to choose k elements i1 , ..., ik from Bi & I and k elements j1 , ..., jk from
Bj & I. We identify each such choice with a unique minterm. The pair (ir , jr) deter-
mines by the properties of the A-sets uniquely a set Amr such that ir , jr # Amr . Since
Am1, ..., mk & Bi=[i1 , ..., ik] and Am1, ..., mk & Bj=[ j1 , ..., jk], different choices lead to
different 1-paths. Let P$ be the set of the chosen 0(N) 1-paths. Let us consider two
different of these 1-paths or minterms. They correspond to the choices i1 , ..., ik ,
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j1 , ..., jk and i $1 , ..., i $k , j $1 , ..., j $k and w.l.o.g. i1  [i $1 , ..., i $k]. The variable x i1 is tested
on one of the first 13n levels and the first minterm chooses a 1-edge on this level and
the second one a 0-edge. Hence, the paths from P$ split before or at level 13n.
As final step, we prove that many 1-paths from P$ do not merge again before
level 25n. Let I* contain the indices of the first
2
5n variables according to ?. Let r be
the number of rich sets Ai , i.e., sets where |Ai & I*|p&k. We prove by contradic-
tion that rp&k&1.We assume that |Ai1 & I*|p&k, ..., |Aip&k & I*|p&k.
Since |Ai1 & Ai2 |1, |(Ai1 _ Ai2) & I*|( p&k)+( p&k&1). In the same way, we
conclude (for large n) that
|(Ai1 _ } } } _ Aip&k) & I*|( p&k)+( p&k&1)+ } } } +1
1
2( p&k)
2 25n
in contradiction to |I*|= 25n.
Let P"P be the set of 1-paths corresponding to sets Ai1, ..., ik such that all A ir are
poor, i.e., not rich. The number of rich A-sets has been shown to be at most
p&k&1. Hence, we have more than n& p poor sets and more than ( n& pk ) sets
Ai1, ..., ik consisting of poor sets only. Since n& p=n&o(n) and k is a constant,
|P"|>( n& pk )=N&o(N). Hence, P$ and P" are subsets of P where |P|=N,
|P$| = 0(N), and |P"| = N & o(N). Hence, |P$ & P"| = 0(N). We consider two
different paths p1 and p2 from P$ & P". They have split before or at level 13n. We
assume w.l.o.g. that p1 and p2 correspond to Ai1, ..., ik and Aj1, ..., jk and split on the
xi -level, i # I, where i # Ai1, ..., ik (w.l.o.g. i # Ai1) and i  Aj1, ..., jk . Now we assume that
p1 and p2 share the node v on one of the levels between 13n and
2
5n. Then the path
p* following p2 from the source to v and p1 from v also is a 1-path corresponding
to an input a$ which is the characteristic vector of some set A$. Since Ai1 is poor,
at least k+1 variables xr , r # Ai1 , are tested positively on p*, namely on that part
of p1 which starts at v. Hence, |A$ & Ai1|k+1. Since x i is tested negatively on p*,
namely on that part of p2 which stops at v, Ai1 3 A$ and fn, k (a$)=0 (as shown
above) in contradiction to the construction of p* as 1-path. This proves
Theorem 5. K
The bounds of Theorem 5 even hold for nondeterministic OBDDs which we do not
define explicitly here (see Wegener (2000a)). This is obvious for the upper bound. For
the lower bound it is sufficient to choose for each 1-input one computation path lead-
ing to the 1-sink. Then we may argue in the same way with this set of paths.
Many lower bounds for variants of BPs have been obtained for the characteristic
sets of certain linear codes (see, e.g., Okol’nishnikova [15], Jukna [8], and Jukna
and Razborov [9]). The important property of linear codes is the large Hamming
distance between different code words. This seems to be not sufficient to obtain
lower bounds on the OBDD size of size 0(n | f &1 (1)| ). Our construction uses the
fact that the 1-inputs of our function have a large Hamming distance and addi-
tionally the other structural properties of the A-sets.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have solved problems motivated from OBDD applications, automata theory,
and complexity theory. For all these results it was necessary to prove asymptoti-
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cally tight bounds on the OBDD size of certain functions. The method how to
obtain such bounds is simple and is known for a long time. However, it is a com-
binatorial difficult problem to apply this method to obtain such tight bounds. This
paper has shown how to cope with these problems.
There are many functions where it would be useful to know more precise bounds
on the OBDD size (and the size of other BDD variants). As an example of an
exponential but nevertheless unsatisfactory lower bound we mention the best
known lower bound on the OBDD size of the middle bit (position n&1) of multi-
plication. The bound (Bryant [5]) equals 2n8. Since the function is defined on 2n
variables, the trivial upper bound is of order 22nn. People working on OBDDs
agree on the conjecture that the OBDD size is at lest of order 2n and millions of
OBDD nodes are not sufficient to represent the middle bit of multiplication for
n=32 or n=64. The best known lower bound only gives the value 256 for n=64.
Hence, the known lower bound does not answer the question on the OBDD size
is real life applications (verification of multipliers and dividers).
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